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Résumé
ARON, 25 ans, est un programme informatique, doté d'une 
intelligence artificielle qui peut faire des dessins à main levée. 
Il a été développé par Harold Cohen, un peintre expression

niste abstrait anglais. En 1968, ce dernier s'intéressait à l'intelligence 
artificielle et faisait de l'ordinateur le véhicule principal de sa démarche 
artistique. Dans les années 70, les images d'AARON se limitaient à 
des dessins géométriques abstraits et, vers le milieu des années 80, 
son programme “cognitif” s'élargissait pour inclure la reconnaissance 

de la morphologie humaine et végétale, permettant ainsi de produire 
des dessins à main levée de gens évoluant dans des environnements 
de jardins.

Cet article retrace le développment conceptuel d’AARON par 
le biais de sa biographie, il explore les aspects spécifiquement mascu
lins qui sous-tendent le programme et examine les implications de 
cette désignation sexuelle dans la construction des modèles théori
ques de ce champ artistique en émergence.

L
et me introduce you to AARON, a twenty-five-year- 
old computer software program that makes freehand 
drawings (Figs. 1, 2, 3). Originating from an artifi- 
cial intelligence basis in computer science and the idea of 

an intelligent machine that models the brain, the program 
was developed by contemporary artist Harold Cohen. An 
acclaimed British abstract expressionist painter, Cohen in 
1968 turned to artificial intelligence and the computer as 
the “primary output” media for his art-making.1 Tate Gal
lery director Alan Bowness acknowledged in his catalogue 
introduction to Cohen’s 1983 Tate Gallery exhibition fea- 
turing AARON drawings that with Cohen’s transition from 
painting on canvas to the computer, and his relocation at 
the University of California at San Diego, the visual arts 
community “lost sight of one of the outstanding talents of 
our génération.”2

Bowness’s observation about Cohen signais a dilemma 
in the contemporary interaction of art, science and tech- 
nology and in particular electronic computer-based visual 
arts; this evolving area finds itself located outside the pa- 
rameters of the western art historical canon and its aesthetic 
concerns. Although current discourse is pushing to expand 
the established boundaries of art history, for example in the 
areas of multi-culturalism, the environment, sexual politics, 
and ethnie, class and gender concerns, it has not warmly 
embraced computer-based visual arts employing electronic 
technologies.

This cool response is understandable because the de
velopment of computer graphies in the mid-1960s was for 
scientific and military purposes. The first graphie accom- 
plishments were produced by scientists, mathematicians and 
engineers who had accessibility to powerful mainframe com
puters and the expert knowledge necessary to use them for 
the production of visual imagery.3 Ben F. Laposky’s 
“oscillions” or “electronic abstractions,” produced in 1950,

Figure I. Diagram of Harold Cohen’s computer hardware (Digital Equipment Corporation 

MicroVAX II) arrangement that runs the software computer program AARON. (Photo: Becky 

Cohen)

are considered the first graphie imagery generated by an 
electronic machine.4 The technology that brought about 
computer graphies was originally produced for aerospace 
research, and was further developed by the military for sur
veillance and by industry for the design and manufacture 
of airplanes and automobiles. Later, the textile and print-
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ing industries used computer graphie techniques for spé
cifie artistic applications, and now these tools, along with 
advances in télécommunications, hâve become available to 
the artist.5

Thus, much computer-based imagery has been pro- 
duced by computer scientists who understand the technol
ogy but hâve no training nor expertise in art-making. This 
has resulted in a low quality of art production and a néga
tive réputation for electronic computer-based arts. In con- 
trast to the body of weak computer-based imagery produced 
by computer scientists and programmers, a small group of 
traditionally trained fine artists, having already made a répu
tation for excellent work in more traditional media, hâve 
had some success in generating strong computer imagery. 
Three notable examples are American Charles Csuri (b. 
1922), Englishman Harold Cohen (b. 1928) with his 
AARON drawing program, and Dutchman Peter Struycken 
(b. 1939). These pioneers hold in common nuanced knowl
edge and expertise in both art-making and computer sci
ence. Although these artists hâve been working with 
electronically-based technologies for more than two déc
ades, the problem of validity continues to plague the mak- 

ing and réception of electronic computer-based visual arts. 
David Carrier, in a 1988 Leonardo éditorial, noted that nei- 
ther art historical nor commercial journals hâve produced 
any model for the study of the interaction of art, science 
and technology.6 Roger Malina, editor of Leonardo, argues 
that the area of computer-based visual arts suffers from in- 
significance because of “the lack of adéquate theoretical, 
historical, and critical frameworks.”7 A more recent obser
vation by electronic media critic Timothy Druckrey points 
out the simultaneous évolution of “computer art” and con- 
temporary radical théories of représentation, noting that a 
dialogue between the two did not occur. Druckrey further 
states that the merging discourses of contemporary tech
nology and the visual arts hâve reached critical mass and 
urges the joining of théories of computer-based interactivity 
with contemporary théories of représentation.8

Cohen’s shift from an art-making basis situated in 
Kantian-shaped modernist aesthetics to one located in the 
developing area of artificial intelligence and the larger do
main of computer science initiâtes an alliance of concep- 
tual concerns of art-making with current developments in 
artificial intelligence.9 Carrier, Malina and Druckrey alert 
us that there exist no adéquate theoretical bases in aesthet
ics, art history and art criticism for analyzing the evolving 
interdisciplinary union of electronic technologies and the 
visual arts. Another difficulty plaguing this merger, and 
exemplified in the évolution of the AARON program, is 
the embodiment of a subtle male dominance in the phi- 
losophy, hardware and software, and éducation in the field 
of computer science, combined with a similar dominant 
male presence in the development, criticism and history of 
modem art.10 An overt manifestation of a deeper male bias 
or leaning is Cohen’s attribution to the software program 
of his own Hebrew birth name of AARON, suggesting an 
anthropological relationship between two particular bod- 
ies, the male developer and the male technologically-based 
computer program. This article will trace AARON’s con- 
ceptual development through the employment of a bio- 
graphical portrait, explore male aspects underlying the 
AARON program and discuss implications of these gen- 
der-biased facets for theory-building in the emerging area 
of electronic computer-based visual arts.

COMPUTER ART-MAKER AARON

Before proceeding to a critical discussion of male aspects 
underlying the AARON program, let me briefly sketch a 
biographical portrait of our maturing computer program’s 
first twenty-five years. The unusual catégorial choice of bio
graphical portrait plays out anthropologically a basic as-
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Figure 3. Harold Cohen, Jntitled, AARON drawing, 1986. Indian ink on paper, 22" x 30". (Photo: Becky Cohen)

sumption of artificial intelligence: the idea 
that a computer program can mimic vary- 
ing activities of a human kind.

The AARON program for simulating 
the act of human drawing, was developed 
by Cohen in 1973 for the purpose of ad- 
dressing the central double-pronged ques
tion directing his art-making since the late 
1960s: “What do computer programs — 
and, paradigmatically, human beings — 
need to know about the external world in 
order to build plausible visual représenta
tions of it [?] What kind of cognitive activ- 
ity is involved in the making and reading of 
those représentations?”11 This question re- 
flects Cohen’s préoccupation with the puz
zle of how we can make sense of marks, and 
combinations of marks, that form imagery. 
Cohen hypothesized that the structure of ail
drawn imagery is derived from the nature of visual cogni- 
tion and developed the AARON program to work out this 
hypothesis.12 Thus, the AARON program is designed to 
investigate the cognitive principles underlying visual rep
résentation.13 AARON is an expert System drawing machine 
modelled on and simulating Cohen’s own “expert” knowl
edge of image-making. Further, the AARON program op
érâtes as a functional model for Cohen’s developing theory 
of visual représentation, “specifically, as a model of the way 
in which we recall low-level data from memory and use it 
to build, in imagination, apparently visual images.”14

AARON’s toddler years, therefore, were preoccupied 
with the puzzle that had plagued Cohen for many years:

,..[H]ow it is that we were able to make sense of Sys
tems of marks generated within cultures utterly remote 
from our own, the cultural meaning of which we could 
not possibly know. For that matter, how are we able to 
make sense of any marks at ail? I speculated that we 
would need to distinguish between meanings carried by 
mark Systems and the sense of meaningfulness generated 
by those Systems.15

When visiting in early 1973 the petroglyphs in the Cali
fornia Chalphant Valley, Cohen learned that these small 
images chipped into stone were made by the aboriginal 
ancestors of present-day American Indians, and that for 
millennia similar imagery has been chipped into rock by 
human beings ail over the world.16 This led him to specu- 
late that these common phenomena pointed to a “set of 
perceptual constants in the human brain,”17 shared cross- 
culturally and constant throughout human history and the 

history of art-making. A deepening understanding of how 
computers follow rule sets, coupled with his observations 
of the California petroglyphs, guided Cohen to consider 
the similarities and différences of the rule-based computer 
program to a set of perceptual constants in the human mind. 
Cohen surmised, “[Sjince we dont know how or why the 
petroglyphs of the California desert were made, or by whom, 
let us suppose they were made by a computer: what would 
the program hâve to know to persuade us that its efforts 
were meaningful?”18 Thus, the starting point of Cohen’s 
working hypothesis was that ail image-making and image- 
reading “is mediated by cognitive processes of a rather low- 
level kind”: less complex processes that enable us to cope 
with the real world.19 Along with his acknowledgement of 
the absence of common cultural agreements, he proposed 
that these processes that structure the image, moreso than 
its content, unité the image maker and the image viewer in 
a single exchange and embody meaning.20

In these early years AARON’s knowledge-based program 
was developed to know something about internai processes 
of human cognition and about drawing, and this is évident 
in the 1979 mural for the San Francisco Muséum of Mod
em Art (Fig. 4). “The program thus succeeded in demon- 
strating [in drawing the San Francisco mural] the power of 
the cognitive System itself, devoid of world knowledge: and 
by implication, the degree to which ail (‘visual’) representa- 
tional Systems take both form and power from the cognitive 
System.”21 The early AARON program worked out a set of 
low-level cognitive skills for image-making: the ability to 
differentiate between figure and ground, open and closed 
forms, insideness and outsideness, symmetry and repeti-
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Figure 4. Cohen, Untitled, Mural (center and right portion), AARON drawing, 1979, San Francisco Muséum of Modem Art,

and in the foreground a mouse executing an AARON drawing on canvas. Hardware: Digital Equipment Corporation MicroVAX

II. Software: by the artist. (Photo: Becky Cohen)

tion.22 AARON functions as a rule-based program “in which 
certain fundamental rule-sets are bound to low-level cogni
tive processes” and models aspects of Cohen’s image-making 
behaviour through the action of rules.23 Thus, a rule-based 
program such as AARON uses a body of rules to represent 
the artist’s expertise. A hierarchical ordering governs the com
puter programming, working from lower levels of mapping 
and planning to higher levels of lines, sectors and curves with 
each level responsible for its own decision-making in the 
image-making process.24 Although the rule-based, hierarchi
cal computer process is not évident in the imagery itself, one 
sees the délinéations of figure/ground, open/closed form, 
insideness/outsideness, symmetry and répétition. A consist
ent problem in the analysis of AARON’s image-making is 
our inability to view and understand AARON’s code, that is 
the encoded computer processing steps, contrasted to the 
easy viewing accessibility of the completed imagery. As with 
any art object, we see the object without directly seeing the 
mental process that gave rise to it.

Sometime in 1979, the young AARON began the child- 
like process of scribbling, which developed into a “scribble 
and surround” mode that became the sole structuring for
mat for his closed forms.25 In developing the complex simu
lation of a child scribbling, Cohen discovered that he had 
stumbled on a child’s “first attempt at représentation: the 
first manifestation of that characteristic ability of the hu- 
man mind, to make something stand for something else.”26 
Further considération brought Cohen to speculate that this 
initial stick-figure level of knowledge, for example of an 
animal, may be a core knowledge of a représentation, which 
then passed as a visual représentation.27 Through this de-

velopment it became clear to Cohen that 
AARON’s knowledge base needed a con
tinuai input of the knowledge of struc
ture rather than the knowledge of appear- 
ance, knowledge of structure being less 
difficult to represent than knowledge of 
appearance. This meant placing within 
AARON a model—for example, an ani
mal structure—rather than the appear
ance of an animal in the external world. 
Cohen produced simple box-like cores to 
simulate animais’ bodies, and the draw
ings suggested a likeness to Northern 
European Paleolithic art.28 This similar- 
ity led Cohen to surmise “that the différ
ence between the représentations charac- 
teristic of these two cultures could be 
understood as différences of knowledge 
and not différences of‘style’[:] différences,

that is to say, of what the two cultures thought important 
to represent of their respective worlds.”29 He also recog- 
nized, in the building of scribble and surround closed forms 
simulating what young children do, that drawing is basic 
to cognition, and that the closed form is common to ail 
visual représentation Systems in human history.30 The Tate 
Gallery mural of 1983 (Fig. 5) and the Ontario Science 
Centre mural of 1984 illustrate AARON’s scribble and sur
round structuring mode of the early 1980s.

By the mid 1980s it became apparent to Cohen that 
he needed to provide AARON with explicit structure knowl
edge about the objects that he appeared to be drawing, 
namely knowledge of plants, trees and the human figure. A 
third stage, occurring in the early teen years and apparent 
in drawings of 1985 (Fig. 6), found AARON drawing the 
human figure by constructing a large closed middle form, 
a smaller closed form atop, two smaller appendages adjoin- 
ing the mid-section of the middle form and two forms hang- 
ing from its bottom. Thus, by his teen years, AARON’s 
expanding knowledge base contained drawing skills and 
basic information about nature and the human figure.

AARON’s growth through his late teens brought forth 
a sophistication in his knowledge base of the human figure 
and advanced his information base about drawing, enabling 
him to create the illusion of three-dimensional space on the 
fiat drawing surface. A 1985 Statue of Liberty image enti- 
tled Liberty and Friends (Fig. 7) provides the earliest exam
ple from this stage. The 1986 Athlete Sériés (Fig. 8) further 
demonstrates that AARON’s knowledge-base extension in- 
cludes an understanding of how the human figure balances 
in a variety of postures.31
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Figure 5. Cohen, Jntitled, MRO N drawing, 1983, Mural. Hand-painted by Cohen, Tate Gallery, London, and a view of

Cohen with plotter executing an AARON drawing at the Tate Gallery. Hardware: Digital Equipment Corporation

MicroVAX II. Software: by the artist. (Photo: Becky Cohen)

Cohen sensed that the balancing figures 
in the Athlete Sériés lacked a context and he 
expanded AARON’s knowledge base to in- 
clude rules governing plant morphology and 
growth, from ground cover to large trees. 
AARON began drawing people located in 
garden-type settings (Figs. 3 and 9). In 1989 
and 1990 AARON generated little imagery 
because Cohen was in the process of chang- 
ing the computer language from “C” to the 
higher level and more flexible “Lisp.” Along 
with the language change, Cohen continued 
to pursue expérimentation that would enable 
AARON to work with a robotic arm, and to 
manipulate brush and paint. This would en- 
hance the possibility of illuminating the 
visual cognitive processes of both line draw
ing and brush painting, the AARON model 
illustrating both processes. Thus far, either Cohen or a 
trained assistant hâve hand-coloured AARON’s drawings.

Imagery by AARON in the early 1990s concentrated 
on human-Iike figures and faces located in sparse interior 
spaces. Untitled of 1991 (Fig. 10), AARON-drawn and 
hand-painted by Cohen, centres two full-bodied female fig
ures with distinct facial features in front of a chinese-red wall. 
Cohen is building a more sophisticated internai structure 
of the human figure in this recent extension of AARON’s 
knowledge base. The AARON program continues to facili- 
tate Cohen’s ongoing inquiry into understanding the men
tal activity behind human image-making and Cohen 
confesses that AARON’s potential is a continuing story.

MALE ASPECTS OFTHE AARON PROGRAM

With this biographical sketch in mind, let us proceed to 
explore two concerns about AARON’s gender and his art- 
making: The first of these is the fact that male characteris- 
tics, are embodied in the structuring of modem science, 
and its offspring computer science, and, are worked out in 
the development of artificial intelligence and specifically in 
the AARON program. A second concern explores the im
plications of these male aspects exemplifïed in the AARON 
drawing program in relation to the development of theo- 
retical frameworks for electronic computer-based visual arts.

Physicist and feminist critic Evelyn Fox Keller argues 
that the social structure of modem science, the theoretical 
parent of computer science, is male.32 Keller, along with oth- 
ers, daims that science is a socially constructed category, 
pointing out the deeply held popular mythology that views 
“objectivity, reason and mind as male, and subjectivity, feel-

ing and nature as female. In this division of emotional and 
intellectual labor, women hâve been the guarantors and pro- 
tectors of the personal, the emotional, the particular, whereas 
science—the province par excellence of the impersonal, the 
rational, and the general—has been the preserve of men.”33 
This division has brought about a deep rift between fémi
nine and masculine, subjective and objective, and love and 
power. Further, she contends, this division has led to the fact 
that modem science has been produced almost entirely by 
white, middle- class males. The male construct of modem 
science, one in which females are outsiders, passes on to the 
field of computer science similar structural gender problems.

From the outset, daims Keller, these founding fathers 
relied on a language of gender that was explicit. Their phi- 
losophy and language was gendered as masculine, stressing 
their virile “power” over ineffectual predecessors and with 
a “capacity to bind Nature to man’s service and make her 
his slave.”34 Accompanying this development of science 
came an epistemological ordering: a view of knowledge that 
gave privilège to a linear, hiérarchie, rational and abstract 
approach to knowing. The early years of Keller’s investiga
tion of science and gender brought forth two important 
understandings: she shifted the emphasis of the question 
of male and female to that of “beliefs” about male and fe
male nature, and concluded that such beliefs could and do 
affect science.35 Second, her work leads us to realize that 
modem science embodies an ideology of gender that pro- 
claims its own epistemology which is passed on to its off
spring, computer science.36

With a view towards Keller’s analysis of gender ideology 
and the prominence of a particular epistemological ordering 
situated in both science and computer science, let us explore
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Figure 6. Cohen, Untitled, AARON drawing, 1985. Hand-painted, 30" x 40". (Photo: Becky Cohen)

the artificial intelligence basis of the AARON program. 
Cohen was introduced to the concept of artificial intelligence 
(AI) when working in 1973 with artificial intelligence spe- 
cialist Edward Feigenbaum at Stanford University. In con
versations Feigenbaum mentioned Herbert Simon who, 
along with Allen Newell, was instrumental in the develop
ment of the physical symbol and expert System approach to 
artificial intelligence, the strategy that attracted Cohen.

Newell and Simon, in landmark research on the per- 
ceptual abilities of chess masters, found that the storage of 
a single symbol functions as a single unit, or as a cluster or 
chunk.37The idea of cluster, or chunk, with the possibility 
of differing sizes of chunks, became the defining unit of 
the knowledge base. Thus, master chess players function 
with larger size chunks in their knowledge base. This knowl- 
edge-competence dimension of the work of Newell and 
Simon, linked to the early history of the study of expertise 
in computer science, contributes to the development of 
expert Systems in artificial intelligence. Using the Newell- 
Simon approach to artificial intelligence, Cohen developed 
the expert System drawing program AARON that enables 
him to investigate the cognitive factors that underlie visual 
représentation.

With the growth of artificial intelligence came differ
ing viewpoints. In the early 1980s philosopher John Searle 
coined the terms “strong AI” and “weak AI” to differenti- 
ate between the two dominant positions:

According to weak AI, the principal value of the com
puter in the study of mind is that it gives us a powerful 
tool....But according to strong AI, the computer is not 

merely a tool in the study of the mind; 
rather, the appropriately programmed com
puter IS a mind, in the sense that comput
ers given the right programs can be literally 
said to UNDERSTAND and hâve other 
cognitive states. In strong AI, because the 
programmed computer has cognitive states, 
the programs are not mere tools that enable 
us to test psychological explanations; rather, 
the programs are themselves the explana
tions.38

The strong AI position désignation describes 
expert System drawer AARON and catego- 
rizes the work of Newell and Simon, Feigen
baum and Cohen. Cohen so fully adopted 
Simon’s position that it has permeated ail his 
thinking regarding his use of the computer 
and the AARON program to investigate 
visual représentation.

The position of strong artificial intelligence within the 
symbol System approach to processing information is situ- 
ated in the long, atomistic, rationalist tradition or epistemo- 
logical viewpoint of western philosophy embodying the 
viewpoints of Socrates, Plato, Descartes, Hobbes, Kant and 
Whitehead.39 The tradition of western philosophy stands 
behind this approach that emphasizes abstraction, rational- 
ity, linearity and hierarchy.40 For example, Leibniz, working 
out the classical concept of mathesis (that is, the formaliza- 
tion of everything), attempted to develop a universal sym
bol System that assigns to every object a determined and 
characteristic number.41 AARON’s rules (number and sym
bol formulations) are steps of reasoning, with each spécifie 
subject matter of a particular rule broken up into atoms, as 
in, for example, the drawing of an arm. AARON is based on 
and continues the assumptions of this atomistic, rationalist 
tradition, and thus his program is a continuation of western 
scientific epistemological ordering.

Heidegger critiques this traditional philosophical ap
proach of focusing on the facts of the world while at the 
same time passing over the world.42 Thus traditional phi
losophy from its outset has systematically ignored or dis- 
torted the everyday social context of living. Plato, for 
example, held that theoretical domains were directed by 
context-free rules or théories, outside our everyday living 
contexts.43 Keller argues that this viewpoint shaped mod
em science, and Ellen Spertus, Sherry Turkle, Seymour 
Papert and I argue that it has shaped computer science.44 
The structure of modem science and computer science per
pétuâtes a single epistemological viewpoint and remains a 
male domain free of questions about gender ideology.
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Heidegger questions the omission of social con
text in the structure of traditional western phi
losophy; Keller’s social-study examination of the 
structure of science points to the missing inquiry 
into the nature of male and female in the work- 
ing of philosophy as it shapes modem science. 
AARON perpétuâtes the modem science/com- 
puter science structure that assumes anonymity 
from the social contexts in which it exists, per- 
petuating modernist enlightenment viewpoints 
of autonomy, omitting gender-based ideological 
considérations, and continuing the position of 
neutrality posited by modem science and com
puter science/5 In addition, the epistemologi- 
cal ordering of the AARON program emanates 
from Greek thought which Relier labels as mas
culine. Hence, it is appropriate to speak of 
AARON as a male drawing machine.

IMPLICATIONS OFTHE AARON
PROGRAM FOR THE VISUAL ARTS

The artificial intelligence community regularly boasts that 
AARON is one of the few successful expert Systems/'6 What, 
however, does the computer-based work of Harold Cohen 
in the AARON program offer to the visual arts? Returning 
to the opening discussion of the article we recall that David 
Carrier, Roger Malina and Timothy Druckrey note the lack 
of theory in aesthetics, art history and art criticism to fa- 
cilitate a critical discourse joining théories of electronic 
computer-based interactivity with théories of représentation. 
Druckrey goes on to assert that “[wjithout this, the affilia
tions between représentation, intention, and technology will 
remain mired in outmoded presumptions about the ‘two 
cultures.’ Images can no longer be disassociated from the 
tools used to produce them.”47

Cohen merges théories of computer science and artifi
cial intelligence with a philosophical critique and ongoing 
investigation into visual représentation in the AARON pro
gram. Therefore, we might conclude that the AARON 
project begins to address the concerns of Carrier, Malina and 
Druckrey. This, however, is not the case. The predicament 
inhérent in the software program is its merger of Cohen’s 
modernist expert knowledge base of drawing with the mod
ernist, enlightenment enterprises of science and computer 
science. The AARON program links modernist viewpoints 
of art-making to modem scientific investigation that is lim- 
ited by epistemological ordering and autonomy which sepa- 
rate it from the everyday world in which it exists, thus 
diminishing the “dream” of artificial intelligence to simulate 

realistic human activity. Hubert and Stuart Dreyfus, in an 
analysis of the symbol System approach to artificial intelli
gence, conclude that “[t]he rationalist tradition had finally 
been put to an empirical test, and it had failed. The idea of 
producing a formai, atomistic theory of the everyday com- 
monsense world and of representing that theory in a symbol 
manipulator” seems to be almost hopelessly difficulté8 The 
AARON project, in a sense, is frozen within its own theo- 
retical modernist parameters and illustrâtes Druckrey’s point 
of an affiliation between représentation and technology that 
remains mired in outmoded presumptions of two cultures. 
This does not negate, however, the consistent prodding of 
Cohen over the last quarter-century for the visual arts com
munity to seek out theoretical routes to merge visual arts 
discourse with contemporary developments in electronic 
computer-based technologies.

Although the Cohen project is contained within mod
ernist boundaries, it raises valid questions about cognition 
and the visual arts. The AARON program began an inquiry 
into the contemporary discussion of cognitive science, in- 
vestigating the relationship between artificial intelligence 
and visual représentation, and the process of visual repré
sentation. Cohen argues that art is humanity’s most nuanced 
and subtle exercise in knowledge représentation. The his
tory of art, daims Cohen, is not the recording of shifts in 
meaning or style; it is a record of meaning and style, smaller 
within one culture than between cultures.49 His work con
tinues to explore cognition and visual représentation, al
though he is aware that AARON’s AI basis may limit 
investigative possibilities. Cohen understands well that one
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Figure 8. Cohen, Athlete ferrer, AARON drawing, 1986. Hand-painted, 88" x 106". (Photo: Becky Cohen)

needs expertise in both the domains of the visual arts and 
computer science to appropriately join the two in the de
velopment of electronic computer-based visual arts. This 
awareness will help address the weak imagery made by 
computer scientists working with knowledge of only their 
domain, and also artists who work as novices with electroni- 
cally-based technologies. From the vantage point of theory, 
Cohen’s project also points to a need for adéquate theoreti- 
cal, historical and critical frameworks for electronic com
puter-based visual arts.

Malina and Druckrey are joined by a growing host of 
cultural critics who understand that we live in a world be- 
yond industry-based modernism and one directed by con
temporary computer-based technologies. Charles Jencks, in 
his writings about Modem and Post-Modern architecture, 
argues that our contemporary world is being shaped by 
computer-based information technologies.50 In his analy
sis of contemporary culture Jencks contends that from the 
vantage point of production, our culture has changed from 
an industrialized base to one that is information-driven.51 
Communications theorist Neil Postman argues as does 
Jencks that our culture is computer-driven.52 Michael 
Benedikt moves the discussion into cyberspace, the invis
ible space connected by electrical and fibre optics fines 
through which computer-based exchange occurs.53 How do 
we proceed theoretically to consider the making and criti- 
cizing of visual représentations of our electronic computer- 
based culture, with many of its transactions taking place is 
cyberspace? And in our theory-building, how do we go 
about addressing the epistemological ordering particular to 

modem science and computer science, while 
also giving considération to other epistemo
logical viewpoints that are considered other 
than “masculine”? How do we include in our 
theoretical inquiry the social contexts that en- 
velop the merger of electronic technologies and 
the visual arts, thus removing the mystique of 
the autonomy of modem science and compu
ter science, and give place to considérations 
of gender ideology, including concerns of eth- 
nicity and class? A critique of the underlying 
assumptions of the AARON program bring 
these questions to the foreground.

Advancing technologies developing in our 
contemporary computer-based culture with its 
post-modern directions leave the artist, 
aesthetician, art historian and art critic in a 
quandary because we seem to be moving 
paradigmatically away from traditionalist and 
modernist understandings of art, aesthetics, art 

history and art criticism. Although the alliance of science, 
technology and the visual arts has a long history covering 
millennia, the contemporary alliance of modem science, 
cognitive science and computer-based technologies in the 
visual arts covers new territory requiring fresh parameters 
for the making, evaluating and valuing of electronic arts.54 
French social scientist Françoise Gaillard places this in a 
philosophical context. With the waning of a modernist 
understanding of art and aesthetics based on Kantian theory, 
we no longer hâve the philosophical tools necessary to cri
tique and evaluate artistic production—there exists a “death 
of our criteria for judging art.”55

With the loss of Kant’s notions of aesthetics for artistic 
évaluation, contemporary critics such as Suzi Gablik, Lucy 
Lippard and Janet Wolff suggest that aesthetics hâve to go 
through a period of relativism to allow for a revisitation of 
considérations for artistic évaluation in our contemporary 
culture.56 This revisitation can lead us beyond some forms 
of post-modern relativism. Social theory in a post-modern 
culture is important for both the understanding of the func- 
tion of représentation in art and media, and the constitu
tion of a culture enveloped by the emerging media of 
technology.57 A striking thing about contemporary tech- 
nologically-mediated art-making is that in the shaping of 
new frameworks one can provide criteria for judging art in 
our technological âge and move towards addressing, for 
example, the problems brought forward by the AARON 
program. A developing theory about electronic computer- 
based visual arts can look to new assumptions that account 
for and merge the worlds of visual représentation and com
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puter science in a connected and contempo- 
rary discourse. New configurations of under- 
standings can include an ethic of justice and 
care that embody our everyday living contexts 
and manifest themselves in the development 
of aesthetic criteria for artistic judgment that 
not only take into account electronically-based 
technologies but also understand the reshap- 
ing of culture by emerging technology. These 
new understandings, incorporating justice and 
care, are applicable also in the epistemological 
realm. The inclusion of a variety of ways of 
knowing, beyond the singular approach of 
modem science and appropriate to both gen- 
ders and varying ethnie cultures, can expand 
the limitations of what Keller labels as “mas
culine,” while increasing electronic computer- 
based art-making possibilities beyond the 
first-generation AARON program.
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